
APRILIA
APRILIA SPORTCITY ONE 50-125 (08 > 13)
SR740 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case maximum load allowed 3 kg / to be combined with the plate already included in the € 107,25

APRILIA SCARABEO 200 (07 > 11)
E318 _ Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top case € 43,50

APRILIA SPORTCITY CUBE 125-200-300 (08 > 13)
E319 _ Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case € 48,00

APRILIA DORSODURO 750 (08 > 16)
SR6700M Specific plate for MONOLOCK® boxes MONOLOCK® plate M5M in nylon included / you must puncture the housing in arranged € 143,25
TE6700 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags € 97,50

APRILIA SHIVER 750 (11 > 16)
6702FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M / A handle bar for the passenger is included, you must remove the
original grab rails € 111,00
TE6702 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags € 95,25

APRILIA MANA 850 (09 > 15)
732FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M / you must remove the grab handles / is compatible with the original side
case holder € 70,50

APRILIA ETV 1000 CAPONORD (01 > 10)
PL313 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases € 171,75

APRILIA CAPONORD 1200 (13 > 16)
SRA6706 Specific plate in aluminium for Monokey® cases maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the € 165,00
PL6706 Tubular pannier holder for MONOKEY® boxes € 171,75

BMW
BMW C 600 SPORT (12 > 16)
SRA5105 _ Specific plate in aluminium for Monokey® cases maximum load allowed 6 kg / It does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the
remote control device on the case € 149,25
SR5105 Specific plate for MONOKEY® boxes MONOKEY® plate M5 in nylon included € 118,50
SR5105M Specific plate for MONOLOCK® boxes MONOLOCK® plate M5M in nylon included € 118,50

BMW C 650 GT (12 > 16)
SRA5105 _ Specific plate in aluminium for Monokey® cases maximum load allowed 6 kg / It does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the
remote control device on the case € 149,25

BMW F 650 CS (02 > 06)
SR682M _ Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case MONOLOCK® plate included / maximum load allowed 8 Kg € 105,00

BMW F 650 GS (00 > 04)
639F Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M2, M3, MM / compatible from august ’00 / it is not compatible with the original sidecase holder € 62,25
PL188 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases € 136,50
BMW F 650 GS (05 > 07) / G 650 GS (08 > 11)
SR685 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case € 81,75
PL188 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases € 136,50

BMW F 650 GS / F 800 GS (08 > 16)
E194 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case MONOKEY® plate included / Is compatible with the rear plate / Is compatible with the rear plate /
only for F 650GS / F800GS (08-11) € 87,75
SRA5103 Specific plate in aluminium for Monokey® cases maximum load allowed 6 kg / It does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the
remote control device on the case / Can not be mounted with art. PL690 € 126,75
SR5107 Special rack for MONOKEY® boxes MONOKEY® plate M5 in nylon included / it is not compatible with the PL690 € 90,00
PL690 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases it can be mounted only with the specific plate E194 or E194M / only for year 08-11 € 174,75
PLR5103 Rapid release tubular side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases € 182,25
PL5103CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE 18 mm diameter € 206,25

BMW F 650 GS DAKAR (00 > 03)
639F Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case it is not compatible with the original sidecase holder / To be combined with the
plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM € 62,25
PL188 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases € 136,50

BMW F 650 ST (97 > 99)
PL185 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases € 105,75

BMW G 650 GS (12 > 16)
SR685 Specific plate for MONOKEY® cases € 81,75
PL188 Tubular Sidecase holder for MONOKEY® cases € 136,50
PL5101CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE  18 mm diameter € 186,75

BMW F 700 GS (13 > 16)
SRA5103 Specific plate in aluminium for Monokey® cases maximum load allowed 6 kg / It does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the
remote control device on the case / Can not be mounted with art. PL690 € 126,75
SR5107 Special rack for MONOKEY® boxes MONOKEY® plate M5 in nylon included / it is not compatible with the PL690 € 90,00
PL5103CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE  18 mm diameter € 206,25
PLR5103 Rapid release tubular side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases € 182,25

BMW K75
E180 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle € 76,50
E181 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle € 72,00



BMW F 800 GS (08 > 15)
E194 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case MONOKEY® plate included / Is compatible with the rear plate / only for F650GS / F800GS (08- € 87,75
PL690 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases it can be mounted only with the specific plate E194 or E194M / only for year 08-11 € 174,75

BMW F 800 GS ADVENTURE (13 > 16)
SRA5103 Specific plate in aluminium for Monokey® cases maximum load allowed 6 kg / It does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the
remote control device on the case / Can not be mounted with art. PL690 € 126,75
SR5107 Special rack for MONOKEY® boxes MONOKEY® plate M5 in nylon included / it is not compatible with the PL690 € 90,00

BMW F 800 GT (13 > 16)
SR5109 Special rack for MONOKEY® boxes MONOKEY  plate M5 in nylon included € 112,50
PLR5118 Rapid release tubular side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases It can only be mounted to the original rack / to be combined with the kit
PLR5118KIT when the original plastic grab handles are mounted € 186,75
PLR5109 _ Rapid release tubular side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases € 206,25
PLR5118KIT Specific kit to mount the PLR5118 on BMW F800R with the original plastic grab handles € 48,75

BMW F 800 R (11 > 13)
SRA691 Specific plate in aluminium for Monokey® cases maximum load allowed 6 kg / It does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the € 198,75
PLR5118 Rapid release tubular side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases It can only be mounted to the original rack / to be combined with the kit
PLR5118KIT when the original plastic grab handles are mounted € 186,75
PLR5118KIT Specific kit to mount the PLR5118 on BMW F800R with the original plastic grab handles € 48,75
TE5118 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags € 131,25

BMW F 800 R (15 > 16)
SRA691 Specific plate in aluminium for Monokey® cases maximum load allowed 6 kg / It does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the € 198,75
SR5109 Special rack for MONOKEY® boxes MONOKEY® plate M5 in nylon included € 112,50
PLR5118 Rapid release tubular side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases It can only be mounted to the original rack / to be combined with the kit
PLR5118KIT when the original plastic grab handles are mounted € 186,75
PLR5118KIT Specific kit to mount the PLR5118 on BMW F800R with the original plastic grab handles € 48,75
TE5118 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags € 131,25

BMW F 800 S (06 > 10)
687FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M € 70,50
PLX687 Specific pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases € 183,75

BMW F 800 ST (06 > 15)
SR5109 Special rack for MONOKEY® boxes MONOKEY® plate M5 in nylon included € 112,50
PLX687 Specific pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases € 183,75

BMW S 1000 XR (15 > 16)
SRA5119 Specific plate in aluminium for Monokey® cases maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the € 146,25
PL5119CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE 18 mm diameter € 206,25
PLR5119 Rapid release tubular side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases € 279,00
PLXR5119 Rapid release tubular side-case holder for MONOKEY® SIDE cases € 269,00

BMW K 100 (90)
E180 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle € 76,50
E181 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle € 72,00

BMW K 1100 RS
E180 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle € 76,50
E181 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle € 72,00

BMW R 1100 GS (94 > 04)
SR694 Specific plate for MONOKEY® boxes MONOKEY® plate M5 in nylon included € 119,25
PL189 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases € 134,25

BMW R 1100 RS (94 > 98)
E183 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case to fit to the original rack € 72,00

BMW R 1100 RT (96 > 00)
E183 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case to fit to the original rack € 72,00

BMW R 1100 S (98 > 06)
681F Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case is compatible with the original side case holder / To be combined with the
plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM € 70,50

BMW R 1150 GS (00 > 04)
SR694 Specific plate for MONOKEY® boxes MONOKEY® plate M5 in nylon included € 119,25
PL189 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases € 134,25

BMW R 1150 R (01 > 04)
SR683 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case MONOKEY® plate included / to be mounted only with the original side-case holder / maximum
load allowed 6Kg / it is not compatible with R850R Comfort € 129,75

BMW R 1150 RT (01) 
E183 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case to fit to the original rack € 72,00

BMW R 1150 RT (02 > 04)
E191 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case to fit to the original rack / MONOKEY® plate included € 72,00

BMW K 1200 GT (03 > 04)
680F Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case is compatible with the original side case holder / To be combined with the
plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM € 70,50



BMW K 1200 GT/ K1300 GT (08 > 13)
SRA693 Specific plate in aluminium for Monokey® cases it can be fit with the original side-case / maximum load allowed 6 kg / It does not allow the
assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case € 143,25

BMW K1200 RS (00 > 04)
680F Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case is compatible with the original side case holder / To be combined with the
plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM € 70,50

BMW R 1200 GS ADVENTURE (06 > 13)
SRA5102 Specific plate in aluminium for Monokey® cases it can be fit with the original side-case / maximum load allowed 6 kg / It does not allow
the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case € 219,00
PL685 _ Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases € 163,50
PL684CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE 18 mm diameter € 206,25

BMW R 1200 GS ADVENTURE (14 >16)
PL5108CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE 18 mm diameter / you must move from there original position € 206,25
PLR5108 Rapid release tubular side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases you must move the indicators from their original position € 186,75

BMW R 1200 GS (04 > 12)
SRA692 Specific plate in aluminium for Monokey® cases it can be fit with the original side-case / maximum load allowed 6 kg / It does not allow the
assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control device on the case / compatible from ’07-’11 € 219,00
SR689 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case MONOKEY® plate included / in replacement of original rack / is compatible with the original € 100,50
SR684 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case to fit to the original rack / maximum load allowed 6 Kg / MONOKEY® plate included / year ’04-
11 / it is compatible with the original sidecase € 85,50
PL684 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases € 163,50
PLR684 _ Rapid release tubular side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases € 187,50
PL684CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE 18 mm diameter € 206,25

BMW R 1200 GS (13 > 16)
SRA5108 Specific plate in aluminium for Monokey® cases maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the € 146,25
SR5108 Special rack for MONOKEY® boxes MONOKEY® plate M5 in nylon included € 112,50
PL5108CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE 18 mm diameter / you must move from there original position € 206,25
PLR5108 Rapid release tubular side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases you must move the indicators from their original position € 186,75

BMW R 1200 R (06 > 10)

688FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M / it is not compatible with the original sidecase holder / including fixing kit € 75,75
PLX688KIT _ Specific kit to install the PLX688 without the specific rear rack 688FZ € 31,50

BMW R 1200 R (11 > 14)
SR5100M Specific plate for MONOLOCK® boxes MONOLOCK® plate included € 127,50
PLXR5100 _ Rapid release tubular side-case holder for MONOKEY® SIDE cases you can mount only V35 MONOKEY® SIdeCases € 206,25

BMW R 1200 R (15 > 16)
SRA5117 Specific plate in aluminium for Monokey® cases maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the
remote control device on the case / It can only be mounted to the original rack (optional) € 135,00
5117FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M € 92,25
PLXR5117 Rapid release tubular side-case holder for MONOKEY® SIDE cases € 206,25

BMW R 1200 RT (05 > 12)
E193 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case MONOKEY® plate included € 78,00

BMW R 1200 RT (14 > 16)
SRA5113 Specific plate in aluminium for Monokey® cases maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the € 149,25

BMW R 1200 RS (15 > 16)
5117FZ Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK top case
to be combined with the Monokey® M5 or M7 plates, or with the Monolock M5M or M6M plates € 92,25
SRA5117 Specific rear rack in aluminium for MONOKEY® top case maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit
or the remote control device on the case / It can only be mounted to the original rack (optional) € 135,00
PLXR5117 Rapid release tubular side-case holder for MONOKEY® SIDE cases € 206,25

BMW K 1200 S (05 > 08) / K 1300 S (09 > 15)
PLR692 Specific rapid release side case holder for MONOKEY® cases € 182,25

BMW R NINE T (14 > 16)
TE5115 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags € 111,00

BMW K 1300 R (09 > 15)
PLXR691 Specific rapid release side case holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases you must move the indicators from their original position € 182,25

DUCATI
DUCATI MONSTER 696 / MONSTER 1100 (08 > 14)
780FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M / maximum load allowed 6 kg € 70,50
T681 Specific holder for soft side bags € 99,75

DUCATI MONSTER S2R / S4R / S4RS 800 - 1000 (04 > 08)
T680 Specific holder for soft side bags € 58,50
 
DUCATI MULTISTRADA 620 / MULTISTRADA 1000 DS (03 > 05)
SR310 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case MONOKEY® plate included / maximum load allowed 10Kg € 108,75

DUCATI MULTISTRADA 620 / MULTISTRADA 1100 (06 > 09)
SR311 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case MONOKEY® plate included / maximum load allowed 10Kg € 133,50



DUCATI SCRAMBLER 800 (15 > 16)
PL7407 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases you can only mount cases E21 Cruiser and E22 / you must move the indicators from € 171,75

DUCATI HYPERSTRADA 821 (13 > 16)
SRA7403 Specific plate in aluminium for Monokey® cases maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the € 146,25

DUCATI STREETFIGHTER 848 / 1098 (09 > 16)
T682 _ Specific holder for soft side bags € 103,50

DUCATI MONSTER 1100 EVO (11 > 13)
780FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M / maximum load allowed 6 kg € 70,50
TE7400 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags € 97,50
7400KIT Specific kit to install the TE7400 and the T681 without the Monorack € 48,00

DUCATI DIAVEL 1200 (11 > 16)
TE7405 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags By mounting the side bags, the indicators are covered laterally and therefore the € 111,00

DUCATI MULTISTRADA 1200 (10 > 12)
SR312 Specific plate for MONOKEY® boxes MONOKEY® plate M5 in nylon included / is compatible with the original side case holder € 119,25
SRA7401 Specific plate in aluminium for Monokey® cases maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the € 149,25
PLR7401 _ Rapid release tubular side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases € 224,25

DUCATI MULTISTRADA 1200 (13 > 14)
SRA7401 Specific plate in aluminium for Monokey® cases maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the € 149,25
SR312 Specific plate for MONOKEY® boxes MONOKEY® plate M5 in nylon included / is compatible with the original side case holder € 119,25
PLR7401 _ Rapid release tubular side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases € 224,25
PLR7406CAM Specific rapid release side case holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE 18 mm diameter € 262,50

DUCATI MULTISTRADA 1200 (15 > 16)
PLR7406CAM Specific rapid release side case holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE 18 mm diameter € 262,50

DUCATI MONSTER 1200 (14 > 15)
TE7404 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags € 131,25

HONDA
HONDA RUCKUS 50 (04 > 16)
SR28 _ Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top case € 66,75

HONDA PCX 125 (10 > 12) / PCX 150 (13)
SR1136 Specific plate for MONOLOCK® boxes to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top case € 39,75

HONDA PCX 150 (15 > 16)
SR1136 Specific plate for MONOLOCK® boxes to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top case € 39,75

HONDA SH 125I-150I (09 > 12)
E227 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top case € 27,75
SR1143 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top case Ntb

HONDA CBR 250 R (11 > 13)
SR1103 Specific plate for MONOLOCK® boxes maximum load allowed 6 kg / use the plate included in the box € 99,75

HONDA FORZA 300 (13 > 16)
SR1123 Special rack for MONOKEY® boxesMONOKEY® plate included / maximum load allowed 6 kg € 82,50
SR1123MM Specific plate for MONOLOCK® boxes M6M MONOLOCK® plate with place for the ‘u’ type padlock included € 78,75

HONDA CB 500 F (13 > 16)
SR1119 Specific plate for MONOLOCK® boxes use the plate included in the box € 101,25
PL1119 Tubular pannier holder for MONOKEY® boxes it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack SR1119 / you can only mount cases
MONOKEY® E21Cruiser and E22 CASES € 165,00
PLX1119 Tubular pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack SR1119 / you can only mount
cases MONOKEY® E21Cruiser and E22 CASES € 182,25

HONDA CB 500 X (13 > 16)
PL1121 Tubular pannier holder for MONOKEY® boxes it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1121FZ using the 1121KIT to ensure the
best visibility of the rear indicators mounted with the cases, you need to relocate them by using kit IN1121KIT / only for TRK33N TRK46N E21 and € 180,00
1121FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M / maximum load allowed 6 Kg € 92,25
PL1121CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE 18 mm diameter / it can be mounted without the specific rear € 186,75
PLX1121 Tubular pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases € 182,25
1121KIT Specific kit to install the PLX1121 without the Monorack € 90,00
IN1121KIT Specific kit to move the indicators to ensure the highest visibility with the fitted cases. not necessary with E21 and E22  cases € 22,50

HONDA CBR 500 R (13 > 16)
SR1119 Specific plate for MONOLOCK® boxes use the plate included in the box € 101,25
PL1119 Tubular pannier holder for MONOKEY® boxes it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack SR1119 / you can only mount cases
MONOKEY® E21Cruiser and E22 CASES € 165,00
PLX1119 Tubular pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack SR1119 / you can only mount
cases MONOKEY® E21Cruiser and E22 CASES € 182,25
TE1119 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags to be mounted only with SR1119 € 97,50

HONDA CB 599 (03 > 09)
258FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M € 84,00



HONDA SILVER WING 600 (01 > 13)
SR19 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case MONOKEY® plate included / you must puncture the original case holder / it is necessary to
puncture the housing behind the saddle in arranged sections € 72,00
SR19M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case MONOLOCK® plate included / you must puncture the original case holder / it is necessary
to puncture the housing behind the saddlein arranged sections € 72,00

HONDA XL 600 V TRANSALP (89 > 93)
E200 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case MONOKEY® plate included € 51,75

HONDA CB650 F / CBR650F (14 > 16)
1137FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M € 92,25
PLX1137 Tubular pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 1137FZ using the 1137KIT € 187,50
1137KIT Specific kit to install the PLX1137 / TE1137 without the specific rear rack 1137FZ € 24,00
TE1137 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags it can be mounted without the rear rack 1137FZ using the 1137KIT € 97,50

HONDA DN-01 (08 > 12)
265FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M / maximum load allowed 6 Kg € 86,25
PLX204 _ Specific pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack 265FZ € 175,50

HONDA CTX 700N (14 > 16)
1131FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M € 111,00

HONDA CTX 700 DCT (14 > 16)
1133FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M € 92,25

HONDA NC 700 X (12 > 16)
1111FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M € 84,00
PL1111 Tubular pannier holder for MONOKEY® boxes € 158,25
PLX1111 Tubular pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases you can mount only V35 MONOKEY® SI���� CASES € 182,25
PL1111CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE 18 mm diameter € 180,00
TE1111 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags it can be mounted without the specific rear rear rack 1111FZ using the 1111KIT € 95,25

HONDA NT 700 DEAUVILLE (06 > 12)
E221 Specific rear plate for MONOKEY® case MONOKEY® plate M5 in nylon included/ for fixing the original lid must be drilled € 87,75

HONDA VFR 750 F (90 > 93)
229F Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate € 70,50

HONDA VFR 750 F (94 > 97)
242F Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate € 62,25

HONDA VFR 800 (98 > 01)
257FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M��, M5M, M6M / you must remove the grabrails, they are reproduced by the rack itself € 84,00
PL257 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack 257FZ € 122,25

HONDA VFR 800 F (14 > 16)
1132FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M / maximum load allowed 6 Kg € 111,00
PLXR1132 Rapid release tubular side-case holder for MONOKEY® SIDE cases it can be mounted without the specific rear rear rack 1132FZ using € 194,25
1132KIT Specific kit to install the PLXR1132 without the specific rear rack 1132FZ € 74,25

HONDA VFR 800 VTEC (02 > 11)

166FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M / it is not compatible with the original sidecase holder / reinforced version € 92,25
PL166 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases € 138,00
PLX166 Specific pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases € 150,00
PLXR166 Specific rapid release side case holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases € 182,25

HONDA CB 919 (02 > 08)
256FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M € 70,50

HONDA CBR 1000 F (89 > 92)
227F _ Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate € 75,75

HONDA CBR 1000 F (93 > 00)
227F _ Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate € 75,75

HONDA CB 1000 R (11 > 16)
266FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M € 92,25
1101KIT Specific kit to install the TE1101 without the Monorack € 55,50
TE1101 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 266FZ using the 1101KIT € 95,25

HONDA VTR 1000 F (97 > 04)
251F Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate € 70,50

HONDA CRF1000L AFRICA TWIN (16)
PL1144CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE 18 mm diameter € 245,00
SR1144 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top case to be combined with the M5, M7 or M8 MONOKEY® plate, or with the
plate M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® top cases € 59,00

HONDA CB 1100 (13 > 14)
SR1118 Specific rear chromed rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top case € 202,50
* IN ORDER TO FIT THE MONOLOCK® BOXES USE THE PLATE INCLUDED; TO FIT THE MONOKEY® CASES USE THE E251 PLATE
(WHICH IS SOLD SEPARATELY)



HONDA CBR 1100 XX
248F Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate € 74,25
Y158 Specific rack for MONOKEY® top case and for two MONOKEY® side cases to be combined with the frame wingrack N140 € 91,50
HONDA ST 1100
E190 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case MONOKEY® plate included € 63,75

HONDA VFR 1200 X (16)
SR1110 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case maximum load allowed 6 kg / MONOKEY® plate included € 74,25
SRA1110 Specific rear rack in aluminium for MONOKEY® top case maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit
or the remote control device on the case / to be mounted on the original case carrier € 105,00
PLR1110 Specific rapid release side case holder for MONOKEY® cases € 194,25
PLXR1110 Specific rapid release side case holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases € 194,25
PLR1110CAM Specific rapid release side case holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE 18 mm diameter € 217,50

HONDA VFR 1200 F (10 > 15)
267FZ Specific Monorack arms
only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M / A larger grab rail for the passenger is included, you must remove the original grab rails / is compatible € 93,75
267KIT _ Specific kit to install the PLX without the Monorack € 71,25

HONDA CTX 1300 (14 > 15)
SR1134 Special rack for MONOKEY® boxes MONOKEY® plate included € 97,50

HONDA ST 1300 (02 > 14)
E215 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case to fit to the original rack / MONOKEY® plate included € 69,00

KAWASAKI
KAWASAKI NINJA 250 R (08 > 12)
4107FZ _ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M / maximum load allowed 6 Kg € 92,25
4107KIT _ Specific kit to install the TE4107 without the Monorack € 71,25
TE4107 _ Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 4107FZ using the 4107KIT € 111,00

KAWASAKI NINJA 300 (13 > 16)
4108FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M / maximum load allowed 6 Kg € 92,25
4108KIT Specific kit to install the TE4108 without the Monorack € 44,25
BF14 Specific metal flange for fitting the TankLock tank bags € 12,75
D4108S Specific screen, smoked with logo GIVI-LCR Team 16.5H x 13.3W inches to be mounted instead of the original screen / ��.5 inches € 111,75
TE4108 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 4108FZ using the 4108KIT € 111,00

KAWASAKI 650R NINJA (05 > 08)
445FZ Specific Monorack arms maximum load allowed 6 kg / only match the plate M5M € 70,50
PLX445 Specific pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack 445FZ / you must move the
indicators from their original position € 150,00
T262 Specific holder for soft side bags € 45,75

KAWASAKI 650R NINJA / ER-6N (09 > 11)
449FZ Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case to be combined with the MONOKEY® M5 or M7 plates, or with the
MONOLOCK® M5M or M6M plates / you need to remove the handle bar of the scooter to install it € 75,75
PLX449 Specific pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 449FZ using the PLX449KIT/
you must remove the original grabrails € 175,50
PLX449KIT _ Specific kit to install the PLX449 without the specific rear rack 449FZ € 78,75
TE266 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags € 95,25

KAWASAKI KLR 650 (08 > 16)
E581 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case MONOKEY® plate included € 75,75
E581M _ Specific rear plate for MONOLOCK® case € 75,75
PL448 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases € 150,00
PL4112CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE 18 mm diameter € 186,75

KAWASAKI VERSYS 650 (08 > 09)
447FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M / including fixing kit € 75,75
PL447 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 447FZ using the PLX447KIT/ you must
move the indicators from their original position € 150,00
PLX447 Specific pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 447FZ using the PLX447KIT /
you must move the indicators from their original position € 175,50
PLX447KIT Specific kit to install the PL447 / PLX447 without the specific rear rack 447FZ € 21,75

KAWASAKI VERSYS 650 (10 > 14)
451FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M € 75,75
PL4103CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE 18 mm diameter / it can be mounted without the specific rear € 172,50
4103KIT Specific kit to install the PL4103CAM without the Monorack € 48,75
PLR450 Rapid release tubular side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases can be mounted without the Monorack using the 451FZ € 182,25
PLXR450 Rapid release tubular side-case holder for MONOKEY® SIDE cases you can mount only V35 MONOKEY® SiDECASES / can be
mounted without the Monorack using the 450KIT € 182,25
450KIT Specific kit to install the PLR and the PLXR without the Monorack € 60,00
TE4103 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags € 95,25



KAWASAKI VERSYS 650 (15)
SR4114 Specific rear chromed rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top case to be combined with the M5 or M7 MONOKEY® plate, or with the
plate M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® top cases € 26,25
PL4115 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases € 209,00
PL4114CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE 18 mm diameter € 206,25
PLX4114 Specific pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases it can be mounted without the specific rear rack SR4114 using the 4114KIT /
you must move the indicators from their original position € 157,50
4114KIT Specific kit to install the PLX4114 / PL4114 / TE4114 without the specific rear rack SR4114 € 9,75
IN4114KIT Specific kit to move the indicators to ensure the highest visibility with the fitted cases. € 13,50
TE4114 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags € 111,00

KAWASAKI ZR 7 (99 > 04)
436F Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate € 62,25

KAWASAKI Z 750 S (05 > 06)
444FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M / maximum load allowed 6 kg € 83,25

KAWASAKI Z 750 (07 > 12)
448FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M / maximum load allowed 6Kg / you must move from there original € 92,25
TE265 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 448FZ using the TE265KIT / you
must move the indicators from their original position € 95,25
BF04 Specific metal flange for fitting the TankLock tank bags € 12,75

KAWASAKI Z 800 (13 > 16)
4109FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M / maximum load allowed 6 Kg € 104,25
TE4109 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 4109FZ using the 4109KIT € 97,50
4109KIT Specific kit to install the TE4109 without the Monorack € 60,00

KAWASAKI NINJA 1000 (11 > 16)
4100FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M / it is not compatible with the original sidecase holder € 92,25
PLXR4100 Rapid release tubular side-case holder for MONOKEY® SIDE cases you can mount only V35 MONOKEY® SIDE CASES / can be
mounted without the Monorack using the 4100KIT € 182,25
4100KIT Specific kit to install the PLXR4100 without the Monorack € 78,75
TE4100 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags € 95,25

KAWASAKI VERSYS 1000 LT (11 > 14)
SRA4105 _ Specific plate in aluminium for Monokey® cases maximum load allowed 6 kg / It does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the
remote control device on the case € 112,50
SR4105 Specific plate for MONOKEY® boxes MONOKEY® plate E250 in nylon included € 67,50
SR4105M Specific plate for MONOLOCK® boxes use the plate included in the box € 33,75

KAWASAKI VERSYS 1000 LT (15 > 16)
SRA4105 _ Specific plate in aluminium for Monokey® cases maximum load allowed 6 kg / It does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the
remote control device on the case € 112,50
SR4105 Specific plate for MONOKEY® boxes MONOKEY® plate E250 in nylon included € 67,50
SR4105M Specific plate for MONOLOCK® boxes use the plate included in the box € 33,75
PLR4113 Rapid release tubular side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases € 186,75
PLXR4113 Rapid release tubular side-case holder for MONOKEY® SIDE cases € 206,25

KAWASAKI Z 1000 (03 > 06)
442FZ _ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M / maximum load allowed 6 kg € 75,75

KAWASAKI Z 1000 (07 > 08)
448FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M / maximum load allowed 6 ��g / you must move from there original € 92,25

KAWASAKI Z 1000 (10 > 13)
450FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M / maximum load allowed 6 Kg € 92,25
T267 Specific holder for soft side bags it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 450FZ using the T267KIT € 74,25

KAWASAKI ZRX 1100 / ZRX 1100 S (97 > 01)
433F Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate
MONOLOCK® MM / maximum load allowed 6 Kg € 70,50

KAWASAKI ZX-11 (93 > 01)
422F Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate € 62,25

KAWASAKI ZZR 1200 (02 > 04)
441FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M / you must remove the grabrails, they are reproduced by the rack itself € 70,50
PL441 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack 441FZ € 145,50

KAWASAKI ZRX 1200 (02)
433F Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate
MONOLOCK® MM / maximum load allowed 6 Kg € 70,50

KAWASAKI ZRX 1200 R (02)
433F Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate
MONOLOCK® MM / maximum load allowed 6 Kg € 70,50

KAWASAKI CONCOURS 1400 (08 > 16)
SR410 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case MONOKEY® plate included € 105,00



KTM
KTM DUKE 690 (12 > 16)
7702FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M € 83,00

KTM ADVENTURE 950 / 990 (03 > 14)
SR7700 Specific plate for MONOKEY® boxes maximum load allowed 6 kg / MONOKEY® plate M5 in nylon included € 95,25
E650M _ Specific rear plate for MONOLOCK® case to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top case € 24,00
PL650 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases € 156,75
PL7700CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE 18 mm diameter € 206,25

KTM 990 SMT (09 > 13)
SRA750 Specific plate in aluminium for Monokey® cases maximum load allowed 6 kg / It does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the € 155,25
PLR750 _ Tubular Sidecase holder for MONOKEY® cases € 182,25

KTM 1190 ADVENTURE / ADVENTURE R (13 > 16)
SRA7703 Specific plate in aluminium for Monokey® cases maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the € 149,25
SR7705 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top case to be combined with the M5 or M7 MONOKEY® plate, or with the plate
M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® top cases € 97,50
PL7705CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE 18 mm diameter € 180,00
PLR7705 Specific rapid release side case holder for MONOKEY® cases € 224,25

KTM 1290 SUPER ADVENTURE (15 > 16)
SRA7703 Specific plate in aluminium for Monokey® cases maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the € 149,25
SR7705 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top case to be combined with the M5 or M7 MONOKEY® plate, or with the plate
M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® top cases € 97,50
PL7705CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE 18 mm diameter € 180,00
PLR7705 Specific rapid release side case holder for MONOKEY® cases € 224,25

KYMCO
KYMCO AGILITY 50-125-150 (08 > 15)
E137 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top case € 39,75

KYMCO DOWNTOWN 300I (09 > 15)
SR92 Specific plate for MONOKEY® boxes MONOKEY® plate M5 in nylon included / maximum load allowed 6 kg € 103,50
SR92M Specific plate for MONOLOCK® boxes maximum load allowed 6 kg € 55,50

KYMCO XCITING R 300I-500I (13 > 15)
SR91 Specific plate for MONOKEY® boxes MONOKEY® plate M5 in nylon included / maximum load allowed 6 kg € 111,00
SR91M Specific plate for MONOLOCK® boxes maximum load allowed 6 kg € 63,75

MOTO GUZZI
MOTO GUZZI BREVA 750 (03 > 12)
703F Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case is compatible with the original side case holder / To be combined with the
plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate MONOLOCK® MM € 70,50

MOTO GUZZI BREVA 1100 (05 > 12)
SR210 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case is compatible with the original side case holder / MONOKEY® plate included € 87,00
SR210M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case is compatible with the original side case holder / MONOLOCK® plate included € 87,00

MOTO GUZZI NORGE 1200 (06 > 16)
SR210 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case is compatible with the original side case holder / MONOKEY® plate included € 87,00
SR210M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case is compatible with the original side case holder / MONOLOCK® plate included € 87,00

MOTO GUZZI STELVIO 1200 (08 > 16)
E708 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case MONOKEY® plate included € 87,75

MOTO GUZZI V7 (12 > 15)
TE8201 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags € 97,50

PIAGGIO
PIAGGIO FLY 50-125 (04 > 15)
SR104 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top case € 96,00

PIAGGIO FLY 50-125 (16)
SR5605 Specific plate for MONOLOCK® boxes to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top case / it is necessary to
puncture the housing behind the saddle in arranged sections € 56,25

PIAGGIO TYPHOON 50-125 (11 > 16)
SR5602 Specific plate for MONOLOCK® boxes maximum load allowed 3 kg / use the plate included in the box € 95,25

PIAGGIO VESPA LX (05 > 14)
SR105 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top case € 125,25

PIAGGIO BEVERLY (BV) 250-300 (04 >12)
E341 Specific rear plate for MONOLOCK® case maximum load allowed 6 kg / only for tge ‘04 version € 33,75
E344 Specific rear plate for MONOLOCK® case maximum load allowed 6 kg / compatible from model ‘05 € 43,50



PIAGGIO MP3 250-400 (06 > 11)
SR134 “Folding” specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case MONOKEY® plate included / complete with polyurethane backrest / Allows hardware
to be raised in order to fully open the rear trunk / maximum load allowed 6 kg  € 190,50
SR134M “Folding” specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case MONOLOCK® plate included / complete with polyurethane backrest / Allows
hardware to be raised in order to fully open the rear trunk € 174,75
SR108 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case complete with polyurethane backrest / MONOKEY® plate included / in order to fix you must
remove the original backrest / maximum load allowed 6 kg € 142,50
SR108M _ Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case complete with polyurethane backrest / MONOLOCK® plate included / in order to fix you
must remove the original backrest € 142,50

PIAGGIO VESPA GTS 300 SUPER (08 > 15)
SR131 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top case € 155,25

PIAGGIO BEVERLY 350 TOURER (12 > 16)
E349 Specific rear plate for MONOLOCK® case maximum load allowed 3 kg / use the plate included in the box € 51,75

PIAGGIO BEVERLY (BV) 500 (03 > 12)
E341 Specific rear plate for MONOLOCK® case maximum load allowed 6 kg / compatible with ‘03 and ‘04 € 33,75
E344 Specific rear plate for MONOLOCK® case maximum load allowed 6 kg / compatible from ‘05 € 43,50

PIAGGIO MP3 500 (07 > 14)
E710 Specific rear plate for MONOKEY® case MONOKEY® plate in aluminium included € 75,00
E710M Specific rear plate for MONOLOCK® case € 75,00

PIAGGIO MP3 500 (16)
SR5609 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case MONOKEY® plate included € 74,25
SR5609M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case MONOLOCK® plate included € 74,25

SUZUKI
SUZUKI BURGMAN 200 (14 > 16)
SR3106 Specific plate for MONOLOCK® boxes to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top case € 41,25

SUZUKI INAZUMA GW 250 (14 > 15)
SR3103 Specific plate for MONOLOCK® boxes use the plate included in the box € 90,00
PL3103 Tubular pannier holder for MONOKEY® boxes it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack SR3104 / you can only mount cases € 171,75

SUZUKI AN 400 BURGMAN (03 > 06)
SR115 Specific plate for MONOKEY® cases MONOKEY® plate M5 in nylon included € 85,50

SUZUKI AN 400 BURGMAN (07 > 16)
E531 Specific rear plate for MONOKEY® case MONOKEY® plate M5 in nylon included/ it is neccesary to puncture the housing behind the saddle € 88,50
E531M Specific rear plate for MONOLOCK® case MONOLOCK® plate M5M in nylon included/ it is neccesary to puncture the housing behind the € 88,50

SUZUKI GS 500 E (01 > 04)
526F Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate € 70,50

SUZUKI GSF 600 BANDIT (96 > 99)
511F Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate € 70,50

SUZUKI GSF 600 BANDIT (00 > 04)
522F Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate € 70,50

SUZUKI GSX 600 KATANA (03 > 06)
530FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M € 70,50

SUZUKI BURGMAN 650 / BURGMAN 650 EXECUTIVE (02 > 13 )
SR3104 Special rack for MONOKEY® boxes MONOKEY® plate M5 in nylon included € 97,50
SR3104MM Specific plate for MONOLOCK® boxes M6M MONOLOCK® plate with place for the ‘U’ type padlock included € 82,50

SUZUKI BURGMAN 650 (13 > 16)
SR3104 Special rack for MONOKEY® boxes MONOKEY® plate M5 in nylon included € 97,50
SR3104MM Specific plate for MONOLOCK® boxes M6M MONOLOCK® plate with place for the ‘u’ type padlock included € 82,50
SR3104KIT Specific kit to install the specific rear rack SR3104 / SR3104MM on Burgman 650 Executive in order to fix you must remove the € 37,50
PL3104 Tubular pannier holder for MONOKEY® boxes it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack SR3104 / SR3104MM you can only
mount cases MONOKEY® E21 Cruiser and E22 € 171,75

SUZUKI DL 650 V-STROM (04 > 11)
E528 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case MONOKEY® plate included € 72,00
PL532 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases € 135,75
PLX532 Specific pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases € 150,00
PL532CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE 18 mm diameter € 186,75

SUZUKI DL 650 V-STROM L2 (12 > 16)
SRA3101 Specific plate in aluminium for Monokey® cases, black maximum load allowed 6 kg / It does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or
the remote control device on the case € 119,25
SR3101 Specific plate for MONOKEY® boxes maximum load allowed 6 kg / MONOKEY® plate E250 in nylon included € 87,75
SR3101M Specific plate for MONOLOCK® boxes maximum load allowed 3 kg / use the plate included in the box € 60,00
PL3101 Tubular pannier holder for MONOKEY® boxes € 158,25
PLR3101 Rapid release tubular side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases € 189,75
PLX3101 Tubular pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases you can mount only V35 MONOKEY® SIDE CASES € 158,25
PL3101CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE 18 mm diameter € 206,25



SUZUKI GLADIUS 650 (09 > 15)
SR121 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case MONOKEY® plate included / you must remove the grabrails, they are reproduced by the rack
itself / maximum load allowed 6 kg € 97,50
SR121M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case MONOLOCK® plate included / you must remove the grabrails, they are reproduced by the € 97,50

SUZUKI GSX 650F (08 > 12)
539FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M € 75,75
PL539 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases you must move the indicators from their original position € 150,00
PLX539 Specific pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases you must move the indicators from their original position € 183,75

SUZUKI SV 650 / SV 650 S (03 > 08)
529FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M € 75,75

SUZUKI GSX-S 750 (16)
3100FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M € 92,25
TE3100 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 3100FZ using the 3100KIT� / you
must move the indicators from their original position € 97,50
3100KIT Specific kit to install the TE3100 without the specific rear rack 3100FZ € 33,75

SUZUKI DL 1000 V-STROM (02 > 12)
E528 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case MONOKEY® plate included € 72,00
PL528 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases € 165,00
PLX528 Specific pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases € 150,00
SUZUKI DL 1000 V-STROM (14 > 16)
SRA3105 Specific plate in aluminium for Monokey® cases maximum load allowed 6kg / it does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the € 168,75
SR3105 Special rack for MONOKEY® boxes MONOKEY® plate included / maximum load allowed 6 kg € 123,75
SR3105M Specific plate for MONOLOCK® boxes MONOLOCK® plate included € 123,75
PL3105CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE 18 mm diameter € 206,25
PLR3105 Rapid release tubular side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases € 206,25

SUZUKI SV 1000 / SV 1000 S (03 > 08)
529FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M € 75,75

SUZUKI GSF 1200 BANDIT (96 > 99)
511F Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate € 70,50

SUZUKI GSF 1200 BANDIT / BANDIT S (00 > 05)
522F Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® or MONOLOCK® top case To be combined with the plate MONOKEY® M3, or with the plate € 70,50

SUZUKI GSF 1250 BANDIT (07 > 12)
539FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M € 75,75
PL539 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases you must move the indicators from their original position € 150,00
PLX539 Specific pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases you must move the indicators from their original position € 183,75

SUZUKI GSX 1300 HAYABUSA (08 > 10)
541FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M / A larger grab rail for the passenger is included, you must remove the
original grab rails /maximum load allowed 6 Kg € 75,75

SYM
SYM CITYCOM 300 (08 > 15)
SR231M Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case MONOLOCK® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the housing behind the saddle in € 95,25

SYM JOYMAX EVO 300 (09 > 11)
SR232 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top case € 95,25

TRIUMPH
TRIUMPH STREET TRIPLE 675 (07 > 12)
727FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M € 70,50
TE705 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags € 95,25

TRIUMPH STREET TRIPLE 675 (13 > 15)
TE6405 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags € 111,00
BF02 Specific metal flange for fitting the TankLock tank bags € 12,75

TRIUMPH TIGER 800 (XR, XRX) / TIGER 800 XC (XCX) (11 > 16)
SRA6401 Specific plate in aluminium for Monokey® cases maximum load allowed 6 kg / It does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the
remote control device on the case / you must puncture the housing in arranged sections € 198,75
SR6401 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case maximum load allowed 6 kg / MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the € 100,50
PLR6401 Rapid release tubular side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases € 182,25
PL6401CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE 18 mm diameter € 180,00

TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE 865
SR226 Specific plate for MONOLOCK® boxes € 202,50
IN ORDER TO FIT THE MONOLOCK® BOXES USE THE PLATE INCLUDED; TO FIT THE MONOKEY® CASES USE THE E251 PLATE
(WHICH IS SOLD SEPARATELY)

TRIUMPH TIGER 1050 (07 > 13)
SR225 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case MONOKEY® plate included / maximum load allowed 6 Kg / it is not compatible with the original € 100,50
PL727 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack SR225 € 142,50
BF02 Specific metal flange for fitting the TankLock tank bags € 12,75

TRIUMPH SPEED TRIPLE 1050 (05 > 09)
T702 _ Tubular side holder for soft luggage for models from ‘08 € 87,75



TRIUMPH SPEED TRIPLE 1050 (11 > 15)
TE6402 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags € 97,50

TRIUMPH ST 1050 SPRINT (05 > 11)
726FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M € 70,50

TRIUMPH TIGER EXPLORER 1200 (12 > 16)
SRA6403 Specific plate in aluminium for Monokey® cases maximum load allowed 6 kg / It does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the
remote control device on the case € 131,25
SR6403 Specific plate for MONOKEY® boxes MONOKEY® plate M5 in nylon included € 99,75
PLR6403 Rapid release tubular side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases € 182,25
PL6403CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE 18 mm diameter € 180,00
BF02 Specific metal flange for fitting the TankLock tank bags € 12,75

YAMAHA
YAMAHA MAJESTY 400 (04 > 16)
E331 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case MONOKEY® plate included € 85,50
E331M Specific rear plate for MONOLOCK® case MONOLOCK® plate included € 85,50

YAMAHA S-MAX 125 (14 > 16)
SR2121 Specific rear rack for MONOLOCK® top case to be combined with the plate already included in the MONOLOCK® top case or with the
plate M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® top cases € 86,25

YAMAHA T-MAX 500 (08 > 11)
SRA2013 Specific plate in aluminium for MONOKEY® cases maximum load allowed 6 kg / It does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the
remote control device on the case € 146,25
SR364 _ Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case maximum load allowed 6 kg / MONOKEY® plate included / it is necessary to puncture the € 143,25
SR2013 Specific plate for MONOKEY® boxes MONOKEY® plate M5 in nylon included / maximum load allowed 6 Kg € 97,50
SR2013M Specific plate for MONOLOCK® boxes MONOLOCK® plate M5M in nylon included / maximum load allowed 6 Kg € 97,50
T273 _ Specific holder for soft side bags it is not compatible with the specific rear rack SR2013 / SR2013M / SRA2013� € 79,50
T2013 Specific holder for soft side bags it is not compatible with the specific rear rack SR2013 / SR2013M € 74,25

YAMAHA FZ-6 (04 > 06)
351FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M € 75,75
PL351 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 351FZ using the 351KIT / you must
move the indicators from their original position € 142,50
PLX351 Specific pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack 351FZ / you must move the
indicators from their original position € 150,00
351KIT Specific kit to install the PL351 without the Monorack € 30,00

YAMAHA FZ-6 (07 > 10)
351FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M € 75,75
PL360 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 351FZ using the 351KIT / you must
move the indicators from their original position € 150,00
PLX360 Specific pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases it can be mounted without the specific rear 351FZ using the 351KIT / you must
move the indicators from their original position € 150,00

YAMAHA FZ-6R (09 > 16)
364FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M € 75,75
PLXR364 Specific rapid release side case holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases € 182,25
TE2110 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 364FZ using the 2110KIT € 95,25
2110KIT Specific kit to install the TE2110 without the Monorack € 36,75

YAMAHA FZ-07 (14 > 16)
2118FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M / ��ou have to puncture the housing under the tail € 111,75
2118KIT Specific kit to install the TE2118 without the specific rear rack 2118FZ € 44,25
PLX2118 Tubular pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack 2118FZ € 187,50
TE2118 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags it can be mounted without the specific rear rack 2118FZ using the 2118KIT € 97,50

YAMAHA FZ-8 (10 > 13)
366FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M / maximum load allowed 6 Kg € 84,00
PLXR366 Rapid release tubular side-case holder for MONOKEY® SIDE cases you can mount only V35 MONOKEY® SIDE CASES / can be
mounted without the Mono rack using the 366KIT € 182,25
366KIT Specific kit to install the PLXR366 without the Monorack € 31,50

YAMAHA FZ-1 (01 > 05)
348FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M € 70,50
PL349 Specific pannier holder for MONOKEY® side cases it can be mounted only with the specific rear rack 348FZ € 147,00

YAMAHA FZ-1 (06 > 16)
365FZ Specific Monorack arms
we recommend mounting smaller cases MONOLOCK® in conjunction with M5M plate / It requires fitment of cases up to 35 ltr /maximum load € 84,00
PLX359 Tubular pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases you can mount only V35 MONOKEY® SIDE CASES / you must move the
indicators from their original position / can be mo unted without the Monorack using the 365KIT € 171,00
PLXR359 Tubular pannier holder for V35 MONOKEY® SIDE cases you must move the indicators from their original position / you can mount only
V35 MONOKEY® SIDE CASES® SIDE V35 / can be mounted without the Monora ck using the 365KIT € 183,75
365KIT Specific kit to install the PLX and the PLXR without the Monorack € 24,00
T271 Specific holder for soft side bags it is not compatible with the specific rear rack 365FZ € 54,75



YAMAHA XTZ 1200 (11 > 13)
SRA2101 Specific plate in aluminium for Monokey® cases it can be fit with the original side-case / to open the original side -cases you ought to
remove the back top case from the plate / maximum load allowed 6 kg / It does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control € 119,25
SR371 Specific plate for MONOKEY® boxes MONOKEY® plate M5 in nylon included / is compatible with the original side case holder / to open
the original side -cases you ought to remove the back top case from the plate € 91,50
PL367 Tubular pannier holder for MONOKEY® boxes € 150,00
PL2119 Tubular pannier holder for MONOKEY® boxes € 171,75
PLR2119 Rapid release tubular side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases € 206,25
PL2119CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE 18 mm diameter € 186,75

YAMAHA XTZ1200ZE(S) SUPER TENERÈ (14 > 16)
SRA2101 Specific plate in aluminium for Monokey® cases it can be fit with the original side-case / to open the original side -cases you ought to
remove the back top case from the plate / maximum load allowed 6 kg / It does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the remote control € 119,25
SR371 Specific plate for MONOKEY® boxes MONOKEY® plate M5 in nylon included / is compatible with the original side case holder / to open
the original side -cases you ought to remove the back top case from the plate € 91,50
PL2119 Tubular pannier holder for MONOKEY® boxes € 171,75
PLR2119 Rapid release tubular side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases € 206,25
PL2119CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE 18 mm diameter € 186,75

YAMAHA FJR 1300 (01 > 05)
SR346 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case is compatible with the original side case holder / MONOKEY® plate included / maximum load € 129,75

YAMAHA FJR 1300 (06 > 12)
SRA2109 Specific plate in aluminium for Monokey® cases maximum load allowed 6 kg / It does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the € 135,00
SR357 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case € 119,25
E228 Specific rear rack for MONOKEY® top case Maximum load 6 Kg. / MONOKEY® plate included € 87,75
E228M Specific rear plate for MONOLOCK® case Maximum load 6 Kg. / MONOLOCK® plate included € 87,75

YAMAHA FJR 1300 (13 > 16)
SRA2109 Specific plate in aluminium for Monokey® cases maximum load allowed 6 kg / It does not allow the assembly of the stop light kit or the € 135,00
SR357 Specific plate for MONOKEY® cases € 119,25
E228 Specific rear plate for MONOKEY® case Maximum load 6Kg. / Complete with M5 Monokey plate € 87,75
E228M Specific rear plate for MONOLOCK® case Maximum load 6Kg. / Complete with M5M Monolock plate € 87,75

YAMAHA FZ-09 (13 > 16)
2115FZ Specific Monorack arms only match the plates M5, M7, M5M, M6M / maximum load allowed 6 Kg € 92,25
2115KIT Specific kit to install the TE2115 without the specific rear rack 2115FZ € 36,75
TE2115 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags € 95,25

YAMAHA FJ-09 (15 > 16)
SR2122 Specific rear chromed rack for MONOLOCK® or MONOKEY® top case to be combined with the M5 or M7 MONOKEY® plate, or with the
plate M5M or M6M MONOLOCK® top cases € 59,25
PL2122CAM Specific pannier holder for Trekker Outback MONOKEY® CAM-SIDE 18 mm diameter € 206,25
PLR2122 Rapid release tubular side-case holder for MONOKEY® cases € 180,00
PLXR2122 Rapid release tubular side-case holder for MONOKEY® SIDE cases € 206,25
TE2122 Specific holder for Easylock side bags, or soft side bags € 95,25


